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Lost in Translation
• EMS service provides paper copy of run sheet to the hospital.

• HIM writes the patient’s identifiers on every page of the run sheet.

• HIM scans documents.

• HIM Quality Control checks documents.

• HIM conducts validation process to ensure the documents are associated to the correct patient.

• EMS service receives call from hospital if information is missing.
Mission Health – Prehospital Integration

From ePCR to EMR in LESS THAN 10 MINS
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EMS enters Cerner FIN#
Data Analytics
Advancing Prehospital Integration
Integration Opportunities

• Standardize implementations
• Automatically push pre-arrival patients into tracking
• Provide accurate EMS arrive time based upon GPS
• Indicate documentation status
• Send and receive discrete documentation
• Access additional applicable prehospital documentation
• Prepopulate prehospital survey trauma documentation
The Vision
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